
Welcome to 
GCSE Geography

Where will it take us today?





Topic 1.1:
global hazards

1.1a: How can weather be hazardous?

ai) The role of the global circulation system
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Think back…..

How many points can you rack up?

Name of river variable 
change model?

Name of model about 
population change?

Name the 4 types of 
economic activity

Type of roots on a TRF 
tree

2 x adaptations of TRF 
trees

24/7/365 is the length of

Eats plants & animals –
noun

Tallest trees in TRF are 
known as the ?

Latitude of the wettest 
places on Earth

Latitude of most of the 
driest places on Earth

Chilean desert – very dry

A dam in Egypt



What is the Global Circulation System?

Learning is successful when I can:
• describe what is meant by the global circulation 

system.

• name the three circulatory cells.

• describe the characteristics of these three 

circulatory cells.

Geography Skills:
Graph skills

Map/Atlas skills
Describing 
distribution

Interpreting data

Literacy Skills:
Capital Letter
Exam writing

Evaluation

Employability Skills:
Independent thinking

Determination
Time management

Keywords
Circulation

Cell
Equator
Tropics
Poles

Impressive 
Vocabulary

insolation



PRESENT NEW INFORMATION

LOOK, LISTEN, LEARN



What is the Global Circulation System?

• Global = The earth

• Atmosphere = The air above our heads. 

• Circulation - Circular air movements called cells. These cells all join 
together to form the overall circulation of the earth’s atmosphere.  

The air circulates within the 
troposphere, an area of the 
atmosphere from the Earth’s 
surface up to 10-15km high.

Over To You
Write your own definition of the 

Global Circulation System in no more 

than 20 words.
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How does the Global Circulation System work?

The sun heats up air in the Earth’s atmosphere.  The temperature of 

the Earth’s atmosphere depends on latitude (how far away you are 

from the Equator).  At the Equator the level of insolation is 

strongest, the air here is warm and the air at the North and South 

Pole is cold.

Hot air rises and cooler 
air sinks.  The movement 
of air aims to balance 
out this temperature 
difference.    
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Over To You
1. Label the lines of latitude 

on your diagram.

2. Label both the northern 

and southern hemisphere.

3. Sketch the 3 cells onto your 

diagram:  Polar cell, Ferrel 

cell and Hadley cell.
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Remember that hot air 
rises and cooler air sinks!

Over To You

1. Allocate one cell to each person on your table – if you are on a table/row of 4, 

allocate 2 people to the Ferrel cell.

2. You have 5 minutes at your research station to describe the location and the 

movement of air within your cell.  Complete this information in the table below.

3. Now share the information with the rest of your group and add missing details to 

your table

Think further:  Why is the Global Circulation System important? 



I am located within the higher latitudes.  Cold air sinks here and is 

transported to lower latitudes where it rises at 60o-70o.

Polar cell

Which cell am I?

I am the largest cell and 

receive a large amount of 

heat from the sun.  As a result 

air rises and flows towards the 

higher latitudes where it sinks 

at 30o. 

Hadley cell



Revisit your version of the diagram below. Add the words High and 

Low if you haven’t already

What do the words ‘High’ and ‘Low’ refer to?

What is happening to the air at ‘high’ locations? Why is this?

Rising and Sinking air



The Global Circulation System

At the E______________ the ________ cell operates. Warm air 

_________ creating ______ pressure.  In this zone the climate is 

_______ and _____.

At _____ degrees ______ and ______ of the Equator the _________ 

cell and _________ cell meet. Cooler air _______, creating high 

________. In this zone the climate is ________ and _______.

At ____ degrees North and South of the Equator the __________ 

cell and ________ cell meet. The air from the Polar cell is _______ 

and the air from the _________ cell is ______.  The air _______ 

creating _____ pressure. In this zone the climate is quite variable 

and the weather can be unsettled. The UK is in this zone.

At the Poles, the air is ______, the air ______, which creates _____ 

pressure. In this zone the climate is _____ and _____.



The Global Circulation System

At the EQUATOR the HADLEY cell operates. Warm air RISES

creating LOW pressure.  In this zone the climate is HOT and 

WET.

At 30 degrees NORTH and SOUTH of the Equator the HADLEY

cell and FERREL cell meet. Cooler air SINKS, creating high 

PRESSURE. In this zone the climate is HOT/WARM and DRY.

At 60 degrees North and South of the Equator the FERREL cell 

and POLAR cell meet. The air from the Polar cell is COLD and the 

air from the FERREL cell is WARMER.  The air RISES creating 

LOW pressure. In this zone the climate is quite variable and the 

weather can be unsettled. The UK is in this zone.

At the Poles, the air is COLD, the air SINKS, which creates HIGH

pressure. In this zone the climate is COLD and DRY.
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WHAT WOULD AN EXAM QUESTION LOOK LIKE?

Explain why the Poles are not warmed as 

much by the sun as the Equator. You should 

draw an annotated diagram to help you. [4]

Steps to Success
1. Box
2. Underline
3. Lingo to include …..
4. Write it! Remember to Glance back
5. Spell- check 

8

mins

* Point  Explain  Evidence  Evaluation  Link

S  H  E  E P         Place Specific Detail 



WHAT WOULD AN EXAM ANSWER LOOK LIKE?

6 
mins 
peer 

assess
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When the sun’s rays hit the Earth the insolation is stronger at the 

Equator because of the angle of the Earth’s tilt [1]. The sun’s rays 

are therefore more concentrated at the Equator [1] whereas they 

are more diluted [1] at the Poles. Furthermore, the rays have 

travelled further to get to the Poles (a) so will have cooled more 

compared with those on the Equator (b). [1]

Explain why the Poles are not warmed as much by the sun 

as the Equator. You should draw an annotated diagram to 

help you. [4]



What is the Global Circulation System?

Learning is successful now I can:
• describe what is meant by the global circulation 

system.

• name the three circulatory cells.

• describe the characteristics of these three 

circulatory cells.

Geography Skills:
Graph skills

Map/Atlas skills
Describing 
distribution

Interpreting data

Literacy Skills:
Capital Letter
Exam writing

Evaluation

Employability Skills:
Independent thinking

Determination
Time management
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